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Both relative location and absolute location are geographical terms used to describe the location of a place on the earth's surface. They are all unique in their ability to locate a place on Earth. Relative location refers to locating a location in relation to other landmarks. For example, you can provide the
relative location of St. Louis, Missouri as being in eastern Missouri, along the Mississippi River, southwest of Springfield, Illinois.  As a run along most major highways, there are mileage signs indicating the distance to the next city or city. This information expresses your current location in relation to the
upcoming location. So, if a highway sign says that St. Louis is 96 miles from Springfield, you know your relative location relative to St. Louis.  Relative location is also a term used to specify a site's location within a larger context. For example, missouri can be indicated in the Midwest of the United States
and bordered by Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa. It is the relative location of Missouri based on its location within the United States.  Alternatively, you can specify that Missouri is located south of Iowa and north of Arkansas. This is yet another example of
relative location. On the other hand, absolute location refers to a place on the Earth's surface based on specific geographical coordinates, such as latitude and longitude. Applied to the previous example of St. Louis, the absolute location of St. Louis is 38 °43 'North 90 °14' West. You can also give an
address as an absolute place. For example, the absolute location of St. Louis City Hall is 1200 Market Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63103. By providing the full address, you can pinpoint the location of St. Louis City Hall on a map.  Although you can provide the geographical coordinates of a city or building, it
is difficult to provide the absolute location of an area such as a state or country because such places cannot be singled out. With some difficulties, you can provide the absolute places of the borders of the state or country, but for the most part it is easier to just view a map or describe the relative location of
a place as a state or a country. Relative location refers to locations based on its proximity to other places, landmarks, or geographic contexts, such as Philadelphia located about 86 miles southeast of New York City, and can be referred to in terms of distance, travel time, or cost. Relative location - A
position measured or described with respect to another location, not the origin of the coordinate system. See also Absolute location ... Leader lines display the relative locations of airborne objects. Conductor lines are not recommended for features that are already present on the surface of the globe,
because the conductor lines will have no length. elevated lines could still be used in this situation. ~ intends to define and describe locations in relation to other known sites. For example, Cairo, Egypt, is north of Johannesburg, South Africa; New Zealand is southeast of Australia; and Kabul, Afghanistan,
is northwest of Lahore, Pakistan. In archaeology, we routinely handle a huge amount of spatial data, varying in scale from the archaeological sites~s on a continental land mass down to the positions of individual artifacts within an excavated context. In simple terms, the task of the inspection unit is to
measure the size, shape and ~ of physical objects in the outside world. Size and distance is quite simple - you can use physical measuring tools of stable and constant length to record these dimensions. The No Adjustment option corrects the explanation at the ~ to which it is drawn by the user. If the
window size size, the legend will move to stay in the same location relative to the window size. sometimes called a value-by-area map or an isodemographic map, the latter especially for a population carogram, illustrating the relative sizes of populations of the world's countries by scaling each country's
area in proportion to its population, the shape and ~ of each ... The RMS error reports the overall suitability for a transformation. In general terms, a high RMS error value indicates that the source control points and their transformed locations do not correspond to the same ~s. Unlike the attribute operation,
a spatial join determines which fields from a source layer's attribute table are attached to the target layer's attribute table based on ~s of selected functions. The reason they load successfully is because you specify the map document to use relative path names. The ~ of the new datasets is the same for
this map document as the original map document. Had we not set up relative path names, the map document would have shown data path errors for each layer. A type of table join operation in which fields from one layer attribute table are applied to another layer attribute table based on ~s of the functions
of the two layers.spatial modeling... Describe the characteristics and current status of the NSDI hydrography, transport and state units themes as they were implemented in the USGS' National Map; and Interpret the size and ~ of a country parcel designated in terms of the U.S. Public Land Survey System.
See also: What is the meaning of Feature, Location, Map, Surface, Area? • Relative Accuracy Relief ► Geographers can describe the location of a location in one of two ways: absolute and relative. Both are descriptive for where a geographic location is.  Let's learn about the difference between absolute
and relative location. Absolute LocationAbsolute location describes the location of a location based on a fixed point on Earth.  It is Common way is to identify the site using coordinates such as latitude and longitude.  Lines of longitude and latitude criss-cross the earth. Latitude is used to mark the north-
south position of a place on the Earth's surface and ranges from 0 degrees at the equator to 90 degrees at the North and South Poles.  There are 180 degrees of latitude and the distance between each degree of latitude is about 69 miles (111 km). Latitude and longitude. Picture: Djexplo, WikiMedia
Commons, public domainAn example of an absolute site using latitude and longitude is the U.S. Capitol located at 38° 53′ 35 N, 77° 00′ 32 W.  Latitude is always written first, and latitude and longitude are composed of degrees, minutes, and seconds (DMS). Absolute location can also look to an address,
the street address of the U.S. State Capitol is First St. SE in Washington, DC 20004.  In both instances, absolute location refers to a fixed point based on an abstract network of imaginary sites.  (You may also be interested in reading about: Relative Direction Versus Compass Direction) Relative
LocationRisk Location refers to the position of a site or entity based on its location with respect to other locations.  For example, the location of the US Capitol is located about 38 miles southwest of Baltimore.  Relative location can be expressed in terms of distance, travel time, or cost. Relative location
can also be used to provide geographic context.  For example, overview or locator maps show the relative location of a location or entity based on a larger geographic view.  For example, the amount of the map below, shows the relative location of the state of Texas within the United States. Relative
location, unlike absolute location is not a fixed reference.  On the map below, a person would describe the relative location of the Broad River, which flows through North Caroline and South Carolina, differently. A person living in Hickory, North Carolina would describe the location of the Broad River that
flows south and slightly west of them.  A person in Charlotte, North Carolina would describe the river that flows west of them.  A person living in Spartanburg, South Carolina would describe the river that lies north and east of them. Map showing the relative location of the Broad River. Map: Caitlin
Dempsey.Examples of Absolute and Relative LocationMore examples of absolute and relative location can be found here. RelatedLatitude and LongitudeRelative Direction Versus Compass Direction There are two ways to describe physical location: absolute or relative. To find out the differences between
absolute and relative location with definitions and examples, you've come to the right place. In geography, location can be either absolute or relative. In both cases, we are talking about the geographical situation, but there are some between absolute and relative geographical location. In this article, we will
learn what these differences are and when geographers use one or the other. What is Absolute Place? Absolute location always refers to the location of a specific location based on a fixed point on the planet. Normally, this is done by using coordinates such as latitude and longitude. Geographers use the



latitude and longitude lines because they criss-cross the earth. What is latitude? Latitude is a coordinate that indicates the geographical position of any point on earth in terms of north and south. There is 180 degrees latitude and there is a distance between each of these degrees of about 111 km (69
miles). Latitude can range from 0 degrees at the equator and 90 at the poles (north and south). Nothing makes the Earth seem so spacious that it has friends from afar; they make latitudes and longitudes. – Henry David ThoreauWhat is longitude? Longitude is a coordinate that specifies the geographical
position of any point on Earth in terms of east and west. The absolute location of a site is determined using latitude and longitude. Let's see some examples of absolute location with some well-known world capitals:Washington, D.C, United States: 39.9072º N, 77.0369º WMexico City, Mexico: 19.4326º N,
99.1332º WSydney, New South Wales, Australia: 33.8688º S, 151.2093º ETyook, Japan: 35.6895º N, 139.6917º EBeijing, China: 39.9042º N, 116.4074º EMoscow, Russia: 5 5.7558º N, 37.6173º EParis, France: 48.8566º N, 2.3522º EThe first century refers to latitude and the second century to longitude.
These figures refer to degrees. Places below the equator are marked with an S (South) and those above the equator with an N (North). Places east of Prime Meridian are marked with an E and those that are west to Prime Meridian with a W.Unsurprisingly, this way of establishing an exact location is
Eurocentric.But, absolute location can mean something a little different. Sometimes the term absolute location can refer to the exact street address of a location. For example,1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Washington DC 20500, USA is the absolute place of the White House.Avenida Juárez, Centro
Histórico, 06050 Ciudad de México, CDMX, Mexico is the absolute place of palacio de Bellas Artes (Mexico City). Bennelong Point, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia is the absolute location of the Sydney Opera House.4 Chome-2-8 Shibakoen, Minato, Tokyo 105-0011, Japan is the absolute location of tokyo
tower.Moscow, Russia, 103073 is the absolute site of the Moscow Kremlin.4 Jingshan Front Street, Dongcheng Qu, Peking Shi, China, 100006 is the absolute site of the Forbidden City-The Palace Museum (Beijing). Champ de Mars, 5 Avenue Anatole France, 75007 Paris, France is the absolute location
of the Eiffel Tower in Paris.As you can see, the of absolute location can be determined by the format. When we talk about the kind of absolute location that involves longitude and latitude format is always the same. However, we are talking about specific postal addresses, the format may vary from country
to country. Yet the differences between both versions of the absolute site are distinctive enough. What is Relative Location? Now that we've seen what absolute place is, let's look at the relative location. The relative location of a location is always determined relative to relative location may not seem as
accurate as either of the two versions of absolute location, but it's still good to locate a specific location. Location is everything; I'd rather camp in the Lake District or Scotland than sit in a five-star hotel in Frankfurt. – Rory BremnerThere are several ways to determine the relative location of a place:
distance (in miles or kilometers), travel time (by car, flight, train, boat, bike, walking and a combination of these), or of the cost of the trip. Let's look at some examples of relative location:The location of the French city of Marseille is about 774 kilometers (481 miles) southeast of Paris, France. But it is also
over 3 hours by train, over 7 hours by car, 43 hours by bike, or even 156 hours on foot. Train tickets can be purchased from 10 Euro. All of these can be used to determine the relative location of Marseille.The site of Toronto, Ontario (Canada) is about 800 kilometers (500 miles) northwest of New York
City. It is less than 8 hours by train, 12 and a half hours by car. It is estimated that a person could walk that distance in 147 hours of non-stop walking. As you can see, relative location can be extremely useful in practical terms (not that absolute place can not be). The relative location allows us to think of
place in a larger context. For example, within a country: Andalusia is a region of Spain south of the regions of Extremadura, La Mancha and Murcia, bordering Portugal to the west, and the Atlantic Ocean, and the Mediterranean Sea to the south; Wales is one of the home nations of the United Kingdom,
located west of England and separated from Ireland by the Irish Sea; or Indiana is a state in the Midwestern region of the United States that borders Michigan to the north, Lake Michigan to the northwest, Kentucky to the south, Ohio to the east, and Illinois to the west. We're not lost, we're place-wise
challenged. – John M. FordIn fact, both absolute and relative location can be useful in practical or scientific terms. What is important is to understand the differences between them and to know one it is more appropriate to use one over the others. Was this article helpful? That's good to hear! Want more
Science Trends? Sign up for our science newsletter! We're sorry to hear that! We love feedback and want your input on how to make Science Trends even better. Better.
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